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'ABSTRACT
'ofFinal conclusions of a nationwide study of the use of

the phonoviewer in the Expanded Foodi and Nutrition Education Program

(EFNEP) are given to supplement data and specific conclusions in two

earlier reports. Based on mailed questionnaires returned from EFNEP

Coordinators, nutrition specialists, and a sample of county home

economists augmented by a study, of use by EFNEP aides and reaction of

youth and adult programs participants, it is held that the'

phonoviewer has Justified the investment in purchase of instruments

and shows and the development of shows. Specific findings abOut the

use of instruments and shows, along with user reaction, are given.;

Seventeen conclusions summarized the directors' recommehdations for

further implementation of the program. (SK)
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Data and specific conclusions on the use of the phonoviewer in'the

Expanded Foods and Nutrition Educationl1Program have been presehted in two

4Ft

reports. Phase I reported conclusions based on mailed questionnaires returned

by EFNEP coordinators,

county home economists.

Phase II reported

nutrition specialiSts, and a nationwide sample of 213

conclusions following a,study ofuse by25 EFNEP aides,

reactions of 394 program participants (youth and adult), and questionnaires

returned from 126 county home economists in 3 randomly selected high- and'

moderate-use states--Massachusetts, South Carolina, Texas--and,Wisconsin.

Findings

The following results were obtained in the two studies:

About one-half of the EFNEunits in the nation currently have at

least one phonoviewer and most of the phonoviewer shows. Mostt,

states plan to continue use of the phonoviewer. .About one-fourth

plan to expand use. ,

Present shows are being used extensively with EFNEp youth and adult

participants and in training aides. In the 4 states, aides have

used phonoviewer shows ore than 4,200 times . . . on the average

each aide has used each p onoviewer show_about 11 times. As many

as one-third of the agents have used the Shows in programs other

than EFNEP.

The-use of phonoviewers has en shown to enhance learning. Over

three-fourths of the participants surveyed could give examples of

new understanding and over oneLhalf mentioned changes in practices.

Almost all (92%) of the aides who used the'phonoviewer saidit

definitely helped them with their work. They reported it helped

hold interest and prepare lessons; gave credibility to the aide,

made things seem more real,.and mae dealing With touchy subjects

easier. %
55,

Project directed by Dr. Jane Voichick, nutrition specialist, and

Dr. Sara Steele, program evaluation specialist, University of Wisconsin

Extension, funded by ES -USDA: Sue Jenkins, Project assistant.
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Phonoviewers are shared by more than four people in three-fourths

of the MEP units. ..

Coordinators, specialists, and county home economists rated the

shows between "medium" and "high" value. A majority of aides rated

each specific show as being liked "a lot." ktremely high ratings

were given by aides to two shows: "Weight CoAtrol" and "Breakfast/

'4-4-3-2 Way."

Effectiveness could be improved. Only 4% of the coordinators, 12%

of the specialists, and 40% of the county home, economists felt they

were used "very effectively."

Most respondents want more shows. A large majority.(88%) of the

participants said they would like to see more shows and 73% of the

aides wanted more shows. About 83% of the county home economists

responsible for adult and youth progeams, 46% of the coordinators,

and 50% of the specialists felt' more shows should be produced.

County home economists and aides also want more of other kinds of

visual aids; such as flip charts and posters.

Conclusions

Based on these findings, the directors of the study .conclude that:

1. Most of the participants, aides, and county home 'econorqSts 'who

have used the phonoviewer find it a valuable'Aid to teaching and

learning. Most find it easy to operate and interesting. Aides and

county lime economists seem more
enthusiastic about it than do state

staff personnel.

2. The phonoviewer and its shows appear to produce sufficient results

with participants and markedly improve the aide's confidence in

teaching to be worth its cost and the cost of producing phonoviewer

'shows.

3. Not all states, nor'all counties within, a state, want to use phono-
.

viewers. They may prefer to use their d
/:

Materials. However,

1 theenough states and counties are currently ing phonoviewer or

planning to(expand use so there is a potential market for new shows.-
.

a
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4., Use of phonoliiewer varied greatly from state to state. This

may beIdue to the attitUde. of state staff and the amount of

leadership given by county home economists in exploring potential.

uses of the phopoviewer and developing suggestions for helping

4

aides and volunteers use it effectively with both adults and youth.

5. States that have not considered using the phonoyiewer since its

early-days may want to have some'aides within their state give the

current model phonoviewer and its directions a thorough trial and

test. They may want to talk to personnel in Texas and Massachusetts

and other states where the phonoviewer is now being used extensively.

.6. Even/in states where aides were using the phonoviewer extensively'

a Isuccessfullycounty home economists felt that more could be,

one to improve effectiveness of use. 'More attention may need'to

be given to helping aides understand the limitations of the phono-

viewer (that is, if group is too large) and how to use it in relation

r-
toa total lesson plan.

Although phonoviewer shows arse designed as self-contained lessons 1

and not individually designed to fit the lesson plan developed'

in an individual county or state, most are easily adapted to fit

into such plans: County home economists and specialists may need to

give more thbught to how each of the shows'fit with the topics they

are expecting aides to teach and help'ai'des use the shows as an

integral part of their total teaching by identifying materials that

complement tfIe sho

8. Some states nd.counties may tend to use the phonwriewer exclusively

in adult program and miss its potential use with children or

teenagers and vice versa. Use in.both programs fleets to be explored.
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9. Within a state, use of phonoviewers by aides is conditional on

access to use; Few states are yet tokthe point where an aide has

to share with only two other people. In instances where,more than

three people share one machine, efforts need to be made to make

access as easy and convenient as possible.

10. The phonoviewer appears to be'equally effecliN;e in-work with
41'

individuals and families in "at-home"
situations and in work with

small groups (under 15 people). When used with small groups, care

needs to be taken in arranging people,light, and sound. County

home economists and aides who have restricted use only to groups or

only to individuals may vent to expand their use of this teaching aid.,

11. Although some shows are used more and liked better thanothers,

all of the current showsyseem
relatively well liked ndwell used.

County home economists and aides whO tend to rely on only a few may

want to reconsider whethel, they have adequately 'explored the potential

of a show with both youth and adults. "Focid for:Teens/Snacks That

Count," for example, is used with youth but not with pareigts. This

may be a serious oversight.' ."The Changing Food Needs of.the Family "'

may have value in working with teenagers.as well as with adults.

12. The phonoviewer and its shows have considerable potential for use

beyond EFNEP. They are useable in-most instances where Extension

personnel are doing face-to-face counseling, working with a family

or group of less than 12, developing a manned exhibit, or aiding

clientele to learn independently.

13. Because county home economists are more apt to-prefer slides to

the phonoviewer and because some aides work with groups larger than

10 to 12 people, phonoviewer
shows should also be hvailable in slide
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tape or film strip form. County home economists should be alerted

to the ease of converting film strips to slides.

14. The greatest concerns with present shows are the quality of voices

. k .

and the rapidity of speaking. The extreme heterogenity of-faMilies

in terms of dialect and rate of speech to which they are accustomed

V

make it difficult to get the sound suitable for everyone. If the

volume of sales is great enough, it might be well to have three tape

versions of each show--one in Spanish, one in)Southern dialect, one

in standard radio broadcast English. Regardless of language used,

voices should be mature, pleasant, and well paced. Special effects

need to be carefully screened so that cartoon voices cre not

distratting.

15. More phonoviewer shows are needed..., Present shows do not cover all

of the key'areas touched by EFNEP (that is, preservation, production,

labeling). Second shows are needed on some of'\the present topics.,

(that is, more on food buymanship, more on nutrients, reinforcement

programs on weight control). This would permit expansion of subject

matter, change in ethnic characters, and variety in style of presenta-

tion. More shows are needed for various aged youth, particularly

teenagers. Aides would like'shows on related topics although not

strictly on food or nutrition--money managemept,
dental care, etc.

16. Although the cartoons are generally well accepted by both youth and

adulis,.some adults find them "beneath them." Shows may want to

include more variety and not be done only through cartoons.

17. Even'though more phOnoviewer shows are needed, county home economists

ands aides also feel that more of other visuals, such as flip charts

and posters, need to be developed by ES and/or state personnel.
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In summary, it would appear that the phonoviewer, when used, has been

well worth the investment' made to datelpy states -in purchase of instruments

and shows and by ES in terms of development of shows. Further investment

in phonoviewer shows and in additional visuals on foods and nutrition and

relate subjects for use in EFNEP and other Extension programs are in order.

In addition, greater value can /be gotten from the present investment if states

and counties that have phonoviewers and are presently giving relatively little

attention to them think through the potential uses of each show and give

greater emphasis to use in training of agents and aides. County home economists

may also want to rethink procedures for making phonoviewers easily accessible"

to aides. Some counties may want to invest in another instrument or two.

t,4

7

.
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July, 1974

THE PHONOVIEWER AS AN EFNEP TEACHING METHIt

SUMMARY REPORT PHASE r

Major Conclusions

This report describes present and expected use of phonoviewers as

seen by Extension EFNEP coordinators and nutrition specialists and a sample

of EFNEP Extefisionho economists. Data were',secured by questionnaires.

The following,conClusiont.aTe drawn from the data provided by the

Extension agents, specialists, and coordinators responding to the survey.

The majoritypof states find,the phonoviewer a useful teaching

aid and plan to continue or expand their ptesent use of it,

About half of the EFNEP units in the nation currently have at

least ope phonoviewer and most of the phonoviewer shows.

3. Present 'shows are being used extensively, with EFNEP youth and

adult clientele and in training aides. Some counties are also

'using them with other clientele (tOat is, Extension homemakers

and 4-H members).

4. Most respondents felt that present shows were well done and made

substantial contributions. to their program.

,

5. A large majority of the agents and half of the specialists

responding indicated more shows are needed.
7

6. Respondents, wanted printed materials, such as fact sheets to

supplement the shows., They also feel that teaching aids in
additions-to the phonbviewer should be developed--flip charts,

slides, and'transparencies.

The second phase of the study to be conducted this fall will provide data .

from EFNEP aides'and clientele.

Project directed by Dr: Jane Voichick, nutrition specialist, and Dr. Sara
Stee e, prograM evaluation specialist, University of Wisconsin-Extension, fUndel

bylE USDA. i

:/

4r
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Nature of the:Respondents

.

Data in this reportAiere-secured in-April,1974, from 'responses to

questionnaires sent to stgte coordinators and nutrition specialists and to

0 -

a random sample of 329 Extension home economists stratified with respect to

use of shows.

All states responded through at least one staff person,although Hawaii

and puerto Rico responded by letter rather than by, returning completed

questionnaires. Eighty percent of the specialists and coordinators returned
4

questionnaires.

Sixty -five percent of the sampled Extension home economists returned

quetionnaires. The 213 responses come from agents in 25 states. Almost

half of the respondents came from states where Phonoviewers had to be shared

extensively (one phonoviewer per EFNEP county or'one for typ or three co ties).

Thirty-eighf,percent came'-from the 10 states with more than 1 phonoviewer per

unit and 16% of the agent responses came froM states where there were no

phonoviewers or they were shared by more Than 3 counties.

Agent responses were received from: Alabama, Arizona, Connecticut,

Florida, Idaho, Indiana, Iowa; Kentucky, Maine; Maryland, Massachusetts,

Michigan, Mississippi, New Hampshire, New' Mexico, New York, North Carolina,

North Dakota', Oklahoma;South,Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Wisconsin, ---,

and WyOming.

The agent respones came from diverse EFNEP programming situations.

41 About half of the respondents worked with,both adult, and youth EFNEP

programs; 19% worked only with qe adult program and less than 5%

worked only with youth programs.

,
4

1
Incomplete questionnaires-were not eliminated in the tabulation because.

the questions that were completed were impOrtant. As a result, for some

--questions, there is a sizeable percentage of no answer that does not appear

in this report.

9
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Abodt one-third of the agents worked in situations where the EFNEP

clientele was primarily black and one-third worked in situations

where clientele was primarily white. Six percent worked primarily

with clientele with Spanish surnames, 2% worked primarily with

American Indians, 12% worked with a mixture of ethnic groups.

41 About a quarter of the respondents worked in situations where some

or all EFNEP work etas done in a city of 30,000 or more. About a

third worked only wIth families living on farms or in the country.

The remainder worked in situations that included a mixture of

country, village, or city clientele.

About half of the agents worked with 4 to 10 aides, One-fifth worked

with more than 10 aides'. About a fourth of the agents. reported

working with from 11 to 50 volunteers. Many agents did not indicate

working withvolunteerS.

Agents were abOut equally divided in terms of length of employment in

Extension. One-third had workecless than 3 years; one-third from 3 to 10

years, and one-third More than 10 years. About half of the coordinators and

nutrition,specialists had been with the EFNEP program since the beginning..

Most had ofher responsibilities besides EFNEP and worked with both adult and

4-H youth phases.

Present Use of the Phonoviewer'

:Use and Availability

Phonoviewers are used in EFNEP units in the majority of states and will

continue to be used in the future.

About half of the states presently have at least one phonoviewer per

EFNEP unit. Ten states have two or more per unit: Connecticut, Florida,

Massachusetts,
Michigan, Mississippi, New Hampshire, New Mexico, Oklahoma,

Texas, and the VirginiIslands.

Over a fodrth of the states indicated that they expect to expand their

use of the phonoviewer: Florida, Massachusetts, 'Texas, Idaho, Nevada., North

Dakota, Oregon, SoUth Carolina, Utah, Wyoming, Alabama, California, LouiSiana,

Rhode Island, and West Virginia.
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Eight states--Georgia, Kansas, Vouisiana, MissOuri, Pennsylvania,

Washington State, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico--,indicated that phonoviewers are

not available in EFNEP units. Three states did not use them because they

felt them too difficult to protect from their hot climate. Three had other

audio-visual units they preferred.

Two other states, Ohio and New Jersey, who presently have a loq pro-

'

portion of phonoviewers per EFNER unit,. said they planned to discontinue use

of the phonoviewer.

It is probable that at least $1 states, well over half, will be making

considerable use df the phonoviewe'r. However, a few 'states indicated that

expanded future use-depends partially on new shows.

The phonoviewer was usually shared by agent and aides--from two to six

people. In many instances, adult and 4-H youthiEENEP.persoilnel'shared the

same phonoviewer

istA and,agents

the main reason

dissatisfaction

. Over a third of the EFNEP coordinators, nutrition special-
:,

felt there were not enough phonoviewep available. Money was

given for lack of sufficient phOnov.40ers. No agents checked. -
-.:, -

as the reason for not having more phonoviewers.- -

At least half of agent respondents indicated having one complete set or

more of Extension Service produced shows.

How Phonoviewers Are Used

.10

Phonoviewers are used with a variety of clientele. The not common use

mentionedeby Extension agents (83%) was training program aides. Other common

uses were teaching EFNE)' adults, families, and 4,1411 FNEP youth 38 -12 years old.

Half used the phonoviewer in working with 441 EFNEP teens. Abdut a third
f;-

used the phonoviewer in working with special interest groups other than EFNEP

and in training EFNEP volunteers. A fifth, alof:e agents used $.-t on demonstra-

/
tionidays and ineaching school classes. At least l in lg'us4d the phonoviewer
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to work with 4-H leaders, homemaker leaders, 4-H members, homemakers, or at

publi? health clinics.

,Phonoviewer shows have been purchased by 80,other agencies in the

United States and Canada, including the Wayne'County Michigan Department of

Health, Cook County Hospital, and YWCA Nutrition Component in New Orleans.

Most agents and specialists felt the phonoviewer Was best used to help

present a lesson, but not to carry the full teaching.

Agents and aides were more apt to use the phonoviewer than any other

audio-visual teachihg aid. HOwever, visual aids, such as posters, foods,
'.

'food models, and flip chartslftere used more oftepthan the phonoviewer. 1
,

,

Agents indicated that most phonoviewer shows saw considerable use.

Only one Extension Service-originated show, Food for Older Folks, which '

focuses on a clientele, group not emphasized in many EFNEP units, received a

rating lower than " medium use." The shows on bleabfast, the food groups, and

food safety were those mentioned as most often used.

Typically, an adult EFNEP participan saw most of the showS available .in

the county. The'phonoviewer was used at least once a'w2ek in almost two-thirds
$

of the EFNER Units responding.

0
Reaction to the nonoviewer

Operating instructions were easily, understood and the majority of the.

agents said the program aides and volunteers'did not have any trouble with the

4 phonoviewer.

Nutrition specialists tended to be wire critical, of phonpviewer shows
t,

/

than agents were. They were more critical of approach than of/ content.

However, specialists who rated the shows gave them an average rating between a

"medium" and a "high" score.

iSS

I
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4

When agents were asked what aides liked and disliked about the phono-
.41

viewer, carrying was listed both as something, liked and disliked. Operation

was listed both as A like and dislike. In both cases, agents listed the

item more often as something aides liked than ghat they isliked.

The most commonly mentioned "dislike" was 'that it was not adaptable to

larger groups. The most commonly listed "like" was that it provides good

information and.is an effective teaching tool. Several agents mentioned that

it appealed to clientele and that it was a gopd,Attentiorl-getter.

Examples of responses to the'dislike question included:

More people show up for a meeting than expected, thus

large enough. OK for 14 to 7-8.

picture not

On some, the actors,talk top fast and make it hard to understand.

Too few phonoviewers available for use by aides in county.

Examples of responses to the like question included:

Used with fast learners as a.treview. Used as an introductory lesion.

Tone of voice of the speakers. -Color and pictups. Like a TV.

Teaches only one idea. Each key, is used once. Tactfully. discusses

a problem'aide clods not dare tell the homemaker. Motivates people.

Tells truth.

It providesa compact lesson with visuals and covers ome material'

in a more complete way than the aide might,be able o do.t
, .

Like the fact that it takes less talking. Also feel it saves time

thus allowing time to work with other homemakers. Believe that it

is a good teaching tool for those who cannot read or write.

Agents tended to prefer phonpviewer to other audio isual devices.
.

Almost two-thirds.indicated their aides preferred the phonoviewer. Half said

their'volunteers prferred it. When compared with other audio-visual aids, the.-

phonwlieWer rated higher in ease of operation;

cost._ It rated lower on flexibility of use.

convenience of carrying, and

Effectivess of Use of the Phonoviewer

Extension personnel ielt that aides and volunteers were using phonoviewers

111
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"fairly effectively", but float therOras room foramprovement. Only 4% of the

coordinators; 12% of the'specialist6,,and 40% of the agents 'felt they were

used ''very-effectiv ly."

Some,p.. sib reasons for atsaplan optimum effectiveness may lie in

the folio ing fin. ngs:

1., In/ole-th
than One c

_viewer had

I
d of the states a phonoviewer had to be shared by more

n over one-fourth of the counties the phono-

ared-Apy: more than six people.,

2.. Aides usual- ad to check the phonOviewer out froM a central

location 'and return it for someone else tt5 use.

3. Two-thirds of the agents.:-'Said that they had received less than

three hours of training On'use of the phonoviewer.

4. Less than half of the agefits indicated that follow-up contacts had

been made with them abo*.the phonoviewer after they had been

introduced to it.

5. Agents seldom felt that'-.they had an opportunity to decide whether or

not they should receive phonoviewer shows.

6. States seldom based thetag decision to encourage or ignore the phono-

viewer'on use of the goiioviewer by aides in their state'during a

trial period.

7. Training often did not0Clude a demonstration of use with the

discussion guide.
tK

8. Only.a quarter of the agents said they used more than one training

session.to help aides learn to use the phonoviewer.

Suggestions for improving training sessions frequently emphasized the

importance of ample' time for praotiee by the aides and showing the aides how

the phonoviewer show should be related to other learning activities for the

.

program family.

i\.

Value otAhe Phonoviewer Shows

Present phonoviewer showsjwere well rated in terms of their value in'

EFNEP. All Extension -originated shows averaged aerating of between medium and

high (1-highest rating, 2-medium rating, ?- lowest rating). Food for Teena,
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Snacks That Count, and.Breakfast were the shows seen as making thkgreatest

contribution.

Table 1. .'Ratings of usefulness of specific shows.

Title of Show

Coordinators
"value"

Specialists
"Contribution"

Extension Home

Ecdnom is

'Contrib

Good 'Food Works for You

You Are What.You Eat'
4-4-3-2 Way
Breakfast,

1. 54

1. 52

1. 46

1. 50

1.64
1.55

1.52
1.48

1.41
1.47

1.31
1.29(highest)

Food for Teens 1. 44(highest) 1.41(highes 1.42

Snacks That Count 1. 44(highest) 1.41(highest)- 1.32'

How to Be a Wise Shopper 1 1.50 1.38

More Meat far Your Money 1 .57 1.53

Getting To Know Vegetables. 1 .68 1.50

.1.4E-

1.44

Serving Fruits and Vegetables 1 .63 1.50 1.43

Food for:Older Folks 1 .54 1.68 1.65(lowest)

Weight Control .48 -1.50 1.52

b
Feeding Young Children
The Changing Food Needs'

1 .54 1.53 .

of the Family 1.46. 1.62 1.42

Storage & Cleanliness 1.43 1.50 1.33

The InVaders 1.48 1.47 1.35

Watch the Temperature 1.50 1.44 1.32

Every Minute Counts 1.53 1.44 1.36

*Protein Power Makes the Scene 2.35(lowest) 1.70(lowest) 1.58

*Baby's First Year ,
1.7 -3 1.42 1:55

*Not Extension Service-originated.
1

About half of the agents responding were aware of instances where a

phonoviewer show had,"substantially helped change an attitude or practibe.",

Examples given in the agent responses included such things as:

One mother had trouble getting teenage son to eat breakfast. After,

seeing show, on importance of breakfast, he began to eat breakfast

every morning.

The show on vegetables was used with a group and several.homemakers

tried vegetables which they had never used before.

Weight control--Two homemakers were highly impressed with film and

asked aide to help them plan diets. After one month, one had lost

nine pounds and the other had lost seven pounds.

1Z)
1

4
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Three elderly persons (2 fainaIss and-

preparing, meals.together: 'All'werg

soup, angtsandwiched before working w
0

Phonoviewer Shows

Need for More Tea

1$

male) planning; buying, ":

ating mainly cereals, cookies,

th aide.

n Aids'

The malority of the agents r ing and sizeable percentages of

coordinatort and specialists wanted more

' Table 2. Percentage sayings
,

honoviewer shows developed.

shows should be ,produced.

Shows'for adult EFNEP

Agentd'respontible for both

adult and youth EFNEP (SS) :3%

Agents who.work only with

EFNEP adult,programs,(4-0)

Agents whovwork only iiith

EFNEP yOuth,programi ,(4),

.

StategFNEF coordinators
(50)

Ndtrition specialists (50)

75

44

50

Shows for 4-H youth EFNEP

76%

70

48'

50

pk-seiall number of agent's' (la) and less than a fourth of the coordinators

. .

,
..

At-

,,

or spe6idlists said that no new shows were needed.
.4 ,t'I'''''

respoild. -A total of 30 states said that more shows
., . ,

food 'buying, food groups, food preservation;
ay.

individual nutrients were the most often mentioned

Table !fin appendix).,

Most-respondents wanted
additionaiFprinted materials to accompany

The remainder did not

were needed,

food:preparation, and

topics for 144 shows (see

shows.

Present",didmission guides, were used by many. About two-thirds of each of the

three groups--coordinators,
specialitts,.and agents--wanted them continued.

f"
IniiddMO4, over half of the agents and specialists and about half'Of the

ei
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coordinators wanted fact sheets or Other handouts for participants, and

briefing materials for 'aides that summarized or expanded on the material in

the,
TM4

iscussion guide, similar to
materialliaiailable for the food safety

shos.
0

4

Agents'said that relatively few aides use lesson plans done by others.

Most do their own planning and are somewhat flexible to meet needs of clients.

Phonoviewv shows_yith supplemental materials were reported as timesavern
a

in developing good sessions.

Respondents were generally satisfied with the type of content-, purpose,04

voices, and special effects used 4n the phonoviewer shows. Present Extension

Service-originated shows averaged ratings well above medium on content,

approach, and appropriatpess.

Other Teaching Aids

The vast majority oothe respondents, 79% of the agents, 70% of the

specialists, and 56%of the coordinators, said that other hinds of teaching

dor
aids need to be developed. Flip charts were the most often indicated other

teaching aid desired.

Table 3 . Additional teaching aids desired.

It

'Flip charts
Slides .,

-Transparencies
Cagsettes or tapes

Posters
Film strips

(/ Games
Flashcards %

Number Mentioning

Agents Specialists Coordinators t

'95 22
.

10 .,

48 14 3

33 7 4

20 6 7

2 .2 0

, 1 2 3

3 0

.

0

0 . 1 1

About three-fourths of the coordinators felt it was appropriate to use

materials produced outside of their state and said they would be interested
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in purchasing materials that Extension Servide or other state produced. Most

agents and coordinators felt that good teaching materials wee i4ortant to

MEP.,

In most states, the state provides 'some of the teaching materials used.

About a third of the
coordinators said that money for teaching aids 'was in the

budget; half said that funds could be secured fairly easily.. Seven states have

develpped a plan to continue to purchase phonoviewers and shows until the

optimum pumber is obtained.

Use of Phonoviewer by Aides and Client Reaction,

The Phase II report (January, 1975) will present data secured from aides

and families in Massachusetts, South Carolina, Texas, and Wisconsin on

how aides use the phonoviewer, how they and families respond to i and

influence of phonoviewer shows on fclig practices. Ph-ase I, covered 14y this

t.

report, provides a national overview; Phase II will provide specific examples.

1

3.8

4
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o. APPENDIX

z. ,

L

Table A. Topics suggested for future phonoviewer shoWs;/
. ,

Topic Number respondents listing topic

Agents Specialists Coordinators

Food buying (budgeting,
unit pricing, etc.) 26 10

Food groups 23 4

Food preparation , 20
/

Food preservation 20 3

Individual nutrients
(especially Vit. C,
Vit. A, iron, calcium) 18 ' 7

Menu planning .17 2

Food qafety&sktitation 16 3

.`T
1-

Gardening 10 ... 0

Nutriion for pregna cy 'ket 3

Weight Control 2

Basic nutrition

Special diets (low s
loy cholesterol,

1 j

dium,
'abetic)

6

6

3.

0

Nutritional labeling 6 4

Food stamps 1

Teen nutrition (& pregnancy)
1

4 3,

Youth & child nutrition 4 5

Snacks 4
.

Food facti, fallacies, & fad
diets 4 3

Food storage 1

7

5

1

3

1

1

:f 2
2
1 0

4

0

1 2

1

3

; 2

.Totals

43

32

25

26

29

19

20

11

3.14

9

11

12

7

8

12

10

2 7

Other topics mentioned byless than five individuals not included in the

table were: metric system, infant.nutrition, breast feeding, food: conservation,

dental health, dangers of all sweets and starches in the diet; additives,

organic foods, breakfast, lunch, elderly nutrition, protein substitutes, food

habits, energy conservation in the kitchen, time is money in the kitchen, and

chemistry of foods. .

irt



December, 1974

THE PHONOVIEWER AS AN EFNEP TEACHING METHOD

-SUMMARY REPORT PHASE II

Major Conclusions

This report describes present use and observed results of use of the

1

'phonoviewer in 4 states as reported by 425 EFNEP aides, 394 EFNEP program

participants, and 126 county home economists from the states of Massachusetts,

Sbuth Carolina, Texas, and Wisconsin. In summary, the major conclusions are:

1. Phonoviewer shows enhance learning. Homemaker and youth participants

' report specific understandings and new practices after seeing a

phonoviewer show..

2. EFNEP aides definitely. feel-the phonoviewer helps teach adults and

youth. It helps hold interest, prepare lessons, an gives credi-

bility to the aide. It makes things seem more real and makes

dealing With touchy subjects easier.

Aides use each.show several times. It is estimat4d that aides in

these 4 states have shown phondviewer shows more than 4,260 times.

County'home eoonomists and aides also use the phonoviewer in health '

clinics, demonstration days, exhibits, and schools, and with special

6 interest groups.

4. Use is conditional on availability and scheduling for easy aide access.

5. Availability and use varies extensivelyby state. Aides in Texas aid

Massachusetts had more phonoviewers available and made treater use of

them than did aides in South Carolina and Wisconsin.

6. Participants, aides, and county home economists in these four states

like the present shows. The only problems widely noted were clarity

of the voices and need for more records in Spanish.

.7. County home economists and aides want more shows--both new topics

and second shows on topics now available in phonoviewer Shows. They

also *ant more of other kinds Of visual aids, such as flip charts

and posters,

8: Aides have adopted the phonoviewer with a minimum of training on its

use. County home economists feel effectiveness could be improved. .

Project Seected by Dr. Jane Voichick, nutrition specialist, and Dr. Sara

Steele, program evaluation specialist, University of Wisconsin-Extension, funded

by ES-USDA. Sue Jenkins, project assistant.
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Sources of Data

C

Phise I of the study use of phonoviewers in EFNEP prbvided a nationwide

overmiew from Extension professionals. Phase II focused on the local level:..

Data were secured from EFNEP aidpg, program participants (homemakers'and youth),

and county hoie economists in MAssachusetts, South Carolina, Texas, and Wisconsin

to describe the extent and nature ofthe use of the phonoviewer in four- states'

that are either moderate or high users of phonovieWer shows.

Wisconsin automatically became one of the state when Wisconsin personnel

were funded to do the study. The'three other states were randomly selected from

among the 16 states that had ordered more Ahan 200 phdnoviewer'shows at the time

the stud began. They were drawn according to geographic region. The sample

hr 1

was oheCiked for ethnic diversity.

The'.four states were using phonoviewers, but were not the feitip greatest,

useIrs. In Septdmber, 1973, Texas ranked second with 1f562 phonoviewer shows
=S

purdhaSed to that date. The other 3 states all were moderate purchasers with

Yr 4.

from 231= to 444 shows'.
a

EFNEP: Aides

A total of 425 aides randomly drawn from county listwas interviewed by

telephone:in October, 1974, by staff of the Survey Research Laboratory, University

of Wisconsin-Extension. The interviews were about equally divided among the-4

states -- Massachusetts, 102; South Carolina, 109; Texas, 108;'4 isconsin, 106. The

average interview took-about 20 minutes. Interviews were completed with 97% of

. the original sample. They were well accepted by the aides who had been alerted

in advance by their county home economist.

21
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Program,Participants--Adult:and Youth

'.>

Reactions were secured from 394 program Articipants in 12 counties.

Cooperating counties included: ,Hampden, Middlesex, and Essex counties in

Massachusetts; Sumter-Kershaw, Bamberg, and Spatanburg counties in South

Caroling; McLennan, Lubbock, and Webb counties in Texas; and Columbia, Douglas,

and Milwaukee counties in'Wisconsin. The number of participant responses per
111

state were; Massachusetts:81; South Carolina, 95; Texas, 138;:Wisconsini 80.

Arrangements were made through telephone conferences for county hote

economists to get responses to phonoviewer shows from at least 25 EFNEP partici-

pantspants who had either seen a specific show the previous week or who had seen

several shows in the fall of 1974. The home'economists were asked to 'get the

data as a part of normal programming activities with the least inconvenience to

aides and clientele possible.

County How Economists

A total of 126 county home economists with EFNEP responsibilities in the

4 states each returned a questionnaire in the spring of 1974. All except one

county responded.

Chdracteristics of Respondents

The respondents provided considerable ethnic-variation.

a

EFNEP Aides

Over half of the aides interviewed were of a minority ethnic background- -

37% black, 14% of Spanish surname, and ANative American. There were.

considerable differences among states.

2 :4
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Black aides were interviewed, in all four states. The percentage

ranged from 15% in Wisconsiri to 65% in South Carolina.

Spanish aides were interviewpd in three states-7-2% in Wisconsin,

15% in Massachusetts, and 3B% in Texas;

The majority ofithe aides (59%) had completed high school and gone ho

further. About a fourth had not completed high school and slightly

less than a fifth had some schooling beyond high school.

Aides in Massachusetts and Texas were less apt to havie completed

high school than were those from Wisconsin and South Caljolina.

Almost two-thirds of the aides worked incities'.

Almost all of the aides in Massachusetts worked in cities compared

with only a fourth of those-in South Carolina.

Over half of the aides had been emPloyed'in EFNEP for four or more years.

Massachusetts aides were most apt to have been in EFNEP four or

more years and Wisconsin aides were.least likely to have been

employed,that long.

About a third of the aides Worked full time; less than a fifth' worked

20 or fewer hours. .

Most of the Texas aides worked full time. Most of the aides in the

other threestates worked part time.

Almost all of the aides worked-with adults and most worked primarily

with individuals. Five percent worke,0 exclusively with'yo,uth groups.;

36% did som work with youth groups. Such groups included school

classes, rganized neighborhood groups, program-family ch.ldren and

their fr ends, and other organized groups such as 4-H, CaMpfire Girls,

Scouts,' nd Y groups.

Prograth Participants

About two-thirds were of a minority ethnic background-46% black,

L6% Spanish. -/

About four-fifths were adults. About a third were betwen 31 and 55

yearS of age.

Among the 78 youth who responded 36 were under 11, 20 were 11-14 year

olds, and 22 were older teenagers.

About 70% lived in a city.

Among the adult program participants, about half had been in EFNEP less

than one year.
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County Home Economists

e.;.

Most county home economists workedwith either both adults and youth

in EFNEP or only with adults,.

Over sg had been employed by Extension more than four years.

Alm ost two-thirds had majored in home economics education and most had

more than one college level nutrition course.

Results

PartiCipants learned and used_ what they had learned.

Participants Most participants (70%) said they-learned a "great deal"

from phonoviewer shows. Only one percent checked that they

learned "very little." The remainder said they had learned

"some."

When asked the general nature of what they had learned,

the percentage checking various types of learning were:

411

80% The Ahows made me want to eat foods that are bet er

for me.
70% The shows helped me pick out better-balanced mea

82% I buy foods'that are better for me since I saw the

shows.

54% I changed how I fix foods since Idsaw the shows.

53% I tried some new foods since I saw the shows.

About three-fourths gave examples of kinds of understandings

they had gained from the shows. Over half gave examples of things

they had actually done after seeing a phon2viewer show.

A teenage boy who had viewed the show on weight control

gave the following example of what,he had learned:

"I have learned how to control my,weight by counting

calories. Eating food. that is low in calories, stop

nibbling oh empty calorie foods. I-have lost some

weight since I have change my eating habit. I listen

to this record every week."

24
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Other participants who had 'pwed the show "'Weight Control"

gave, the following 4Xampies-01 changes,in practices":

"Different ways of cooking foods-=broia instead of.

frying."

. ,

"I follow the daily focid_guide'so I can get the

vitamins and minerals I need."

"Eating lots of-leafy green vegetables and taking

exercise."

Participants who had viewed the show "Breakfast/4-4-3-2.

Way" reported the folloWing_behavior changes:

"I eat'dif erent things,for breakfast, now. I sure

do enjoy eating a good.breakfast. I use to think

it was not enough time to eat. I get up the same

time, but get around faster."

"I shouldn't skip breakfast because I need energy.

I need to be awake in school, not h4lf asleep."

"I sometimes have a sandwich for breakfast instead

. of eggs or cereals."

A teenager wrote:

"I learned to eat a different breakfast every day . . . .

I sure enjoyed this record. I was he one who skippedfl

breakfast,"

A young woman from Wisconsin gave examples of how she had

changed practices after seeing "Feeding Young'Children":

". .Giving children a'little of everything and

encouraging' them to try foods they:have never eaten

before"

Many participants-indicatd they.had improved food handling

practices after seeing "It's GoodFood, Keep It Safe":-

"I usedkto keep the dressing and turkey and leftovers

out till my husband came home. SOmetimes all day--

Now I don't,"

"'My boy wcched the show and haven't haeto tell him

to wash his hands before eating and that is something."

"Bo ght bowls with covers so I can cover my food.

ceit my chicken in the sink instead of on. a bread"

)3oa7rd, I didn't know nothing abotft hot and cold

foods and I didn't know germs could spread so fast."

2'5



Aides

Others indicated more careful food buying and less washing

of food after seeing "How To Be a Wise Shopper/More Meat

for Your Money":

"Buying powdered milk and chilling it."

, "Take more time to shop and,do some planning."

Participants who had viewed the'shOws "Getting To Know

Vegetab1es/Serving Fruits and Vegetables" indicated:
e

.

"'I use a variety of fruits and vegetables such .as

carrots, beans, mustard. greens, asparagus, cabbage,

apples, peaches, raisins." 4'

.P$

"I buy a bigger variety of vegetables and fruit now

and I am surprisedhow my'faMily,accepts them. I

found out I was serving the vegetables, and fruit less'

healthy for my family."

Participants told of a variety of changes in practice as a

1esult'of seeing otherphonoviewer shows: .

"To eat good snacks instead of junky snacks."

(from "Food for Teens/Snacks That Count")

.

.:-.--.

"This show taught me that boys-need.more calories
:

than

girAK:teblse.of their activities, especially football

,bo0..."I'CW,
( om "The Changing Food Needs of the Family")
et

A 1 .,(3

"I sbge4ime invite someone to eat with me to keep from

being alone like the man and lady in the film."

u o(from "Food- for Older Folks")

Most of the aides gave examples of how the people they

worked with used ideas f12,om phonoviewer shows.

Four-fifths of the aides who answered questions about

"It's Good Food, Keep It Safe" gave examples:

"A few used to leave their food out on the counter,

since seeing this l*show they are more careful to put

it away."

"They would wrap food before putting it back in

refrigerator. They're more sanitary now. Cutting

-board can store bacteria so clean with bleach."

"One lady who lived alone bought a whole chicken in

the storey froze it took it out when she wanted some,

thawed, it out,*took off what she wanted, and refroze

the rest. She learned this was bad and now cuts up .

chicken and freezes it)in packages."

26



"They've stored food properly and unpack foods as

noon as they get home. Know how to store leftovers

more quickly."

"They recognized you couldn't leave food out. Found

out how sneaky the bacteria. are and how fast they can

get -into 'food.",

Specific examples of behavior change that came from viewing

the show "Breakfast /4 -4 -3 -2 Way" are:

"Heard from school nurse that children were eating
,more for-breakfastf ." .

4k

4Homemaker's child saw the show and encouraged the
mother to mace breakfast."

"Some say never ate breakfast-and now do eat it. People

.
who Were dieting would skip breakfast now know it's

important an,d don't skip it."

"SOme youngsters are eatingaat least something for

breakfast."

"Young people have gone he and tried to carry out

ideas and in so far as they or their families had

the means to do so they've tried to fill in the basics

for preakfast especially."

In addition, to giving, examples of how EFNEP youth and adults

have used information froM the spedific show they were asked.aBout,

aides gave 286 examples of how ideas from other shows had been

used.

Use in.Teaching

Phonoviewers helped aides teach.

Ninety -two Percent of,the aidei who used the phonoviewer

1411.

said that it definitely helped them with the?.r work. Aides

,dA

indicated different types of helpaecured from it.

Fori example, some felt it in their own preparation

and presentatiOn:

"I run them-alone for myself first--gives me new

'words I can use in my. talks.."

29
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"It helped me not to have to work up a lesson in

posters. I would use the phonoviewer lessons."

"Xt.brought out things that I'd probably miss saying.

could rerun it."."

"In simple form--saves me time."

Others
)
mentioned that it helped get attention:

"4hey get more interested in it, in what I'm trying

to tell them."

"It was a repeat lesson for them and a different way

to learn."

"It's a change from the regular visit where I do all

the talking. It's entertaining tolthem."

Some commented on the ease with which real things could

beshowil:

o "It made it seem more real."

"Stlowed them things I didn't have available to show

them."

"They look at it and get more from what they see than

I can tell them. Particularly good with people who

cap't read."

Several-commented on the credibility it gave to the aide:

"Because it reinforces my ideas so fast. ft's right

there."

"They don't have to take my word for it."

"After you explain something to someone, if yot can

show it to them, they have more respect for what

you are trying to do."

./0/

Other specific ways phonoviewers helped with teachang

included

"%yilistening to their comments after seeing the
shpw, I can get a discussion going."

"Easier to show them. If a touchy subject, it won't

hurt their feelings_ if_you use the phonoviewer show."
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A.participant made the ralowing comment:

"I don't read very good and the show brought out

things much better for me. Thanks." -

Extent of Use

Aides used the phonoviewer.

Use vs. Non-Use

Aides Three-fourths of the-425 aides interviewed said they used

the phonoviewer. There were differences in extent of use among

states--Massachusetts, 90%; Texas, 89%; Wisconsin, 74%; South

Carolina, 51%.

Users Were more apt to have been employed in EFNEP for

more years and to be working more hours per week.

Frequency of Use

Aides About half of the 323 aides using phonolhewers used them_

several times a month. Most extensive ube was found in Texas

where 86% of aides working with youth groups and 86% working

with adults used the phonoviewer at least several times a

month. About one-half of the Wisconsin 'aides reported using

the phonoviewer several times a month..

Frequency of use with adults was related to: number of

hours worked, extent to which phonoviewers had to be shared,

and whether the aide thought the clientele liked the shows.

Aides employed full time were apt to use the phonoviewer more

frequently than were those Working part time. Those who shared!

29
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a phonoviewer withfewer than six people used it more frequently

than those who shared it, with more. Aidei who felt the partici-

pants liked the shows used the phonoviewer more often than those

4

who did not.

,Education of'the aide, number of years in EFNEP, number of

participants worked with, and whether the aide worked with

individuals or groups did not appear related to'frequency of

use with adults. None of the variables yielded statistical

differences in use with youth.

Extent of Sharing of Phonoviewers

Aides

HOMQ

Econromiets

014'1

There was extensive sharing of phonoviewers. Half of

the'aides said 'they shared with at least six other people.

Aides in Massachusetts and South Carolina were most apt to

have to share extensively. However, in Wisconsin the sharing

eometimee-involved more than one county.

Less than half of the county home economists reported they

had more than one phonoviewer in their county. The range having

more than 1 was from 4% in Wisconsin to 9L% in Massachusetts.

More than a fifth of the Massachusetts and Texas county home

economists reported that their counties had four or more

phonoviewers.

About a third'of the county home economists felt that there

were not engugh.phonoviewers in their counties. The range was

from 18% in Massachusetts to 46% in Wisconsin.

30
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Use of Phonoviewer Shows 1

Participants Over half cf the participants who had seen phonoviewer

shows this fall said they had. .seen three or more shows.

Aides Almost two-thirdS of the aides using the phonoviewer could

give details of use for a specific show named by the interviewer.

The average aide among the 323 phonoviewer users had shown

a typical phonoviewer show 14 times. At a conservative estimate,

aides in these 4 states have probably shown phonoviewer shows

at least 4,200 ti)nes.

Other (Jses

Home County home economist's from the four statSt reported .

Economists
using the phonoviewer in a variety of ways other than directly

A

with aides and EFNEP participants. Two-fifths used them with

special interest groups. More than a fifth used them with

school classes and homemakers. From 10 to 20% used them with

4-H members or leaders or homemaker leaders or at demonstration

days, public health clinics, or fairs.

Reactions to Shows

Most shows were well liked and extensively used.

Use of Individual Shows

Aides Aides working with adults said they used the4ollowing

shows most often: "You Are What You Eat," "Good Food Works for

YOu," "It's Good Food, Keep It Safe," and,"How To Be a Wise

Shopper/More Meat for Your Money."

31
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'Aides were less apt to use "The Changing Food Needs of

the Family," "Food for Teens/Snacks That Count," and "Feeding

Young Children."

Four shows--"Breakfast/4-4-3-2 Way," "Food for Teens/Snacks

That Count," "You Are What You Eat," and "Good-Food Works for

You were used most often by aides working with youth.

The average number of times an aide used a phonoviewer

show ranged from 5 times for "Food for Older Folks" to more

than 30 times for "How To Be a Wise Shopper/More Meat for Your

Money."

Best Liked Shows

Aides Most aides felt that their clientele liked the specific

show that they were asked about a lot. However, two shows

appeared to be slightly better liked and two appeared slightly

less liked. "Weight Control" and "Breakfast/4-4-3-2 Way" were

rated as "liked a lot" by at least 95% of the aides asked about

Qthem. "The Changing Food Needs of the Family" and "Food for

Older Folks," the slightly less liked ones, were given such a

rating by about 70% of those reporting on use of them.

Contribution to Program

Home County home economists fait that "Breakfast/4-4-3-2 Way"

-Economists
made the most contribution to the program with "It's Good Food,

Keep It Safe" second and "Getting To Know Vegetables/Serving

Fruits and Vegetables" thd. Shows seen as making the least

contribution were "Food for Older Folks," "The Changing Food

32
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Needs'of the Fariaily," and "How To Be a Wise Shopper/More

Meat for Your Money." However, "The Changing Food Needs of

the Family" was rated high in Texas and "Getting to Know,

°

Vegetables/SerVing Fruits and Vegetables" Was rated low in

South° Carolina.

Reactions to Use of the Phonoviewer

Things liked outweighed those,disliked by users of the phonoviewer.

What Aides and Participants Liked About the Phonoviewer

Participants

Aides

Eighty-five percent of the participants said they liked

phonoviewer shows' "very much." About the same percentage said

they felt that most of the time the shows talked about things

useful tiF, them.

Four-fifths of the aides who worked with adults felt that

homemakers liked learning from the phonoviewers "a lot." Only

four percent said "not very well." The remainder paid "somewhat."

Aides working with black (91%) and Spanish (87%) clientele were

significantly more apt to say that the adults they worked with

liked the show "a lot" than were aides working with white

clientele (68%).

Fifteen percent of the aides said they_liked_it because

it was like TV or a movie. From 5-to 10% said that they liked

it because it's so easily understood, it catches and holds

interest, or it gives emphasis to lessons. Some felt 4.11r

the color and sound were particularly well liked. Others

.33



thought it was the humor and the enthusiasm. Some commented

that the characters were like ordinary people. Others said

it was liked because folks could see a lesson applied.

All except four of the aides using the phonoviewer

mentioned something they liked about it. Almost half mentioned

more than one thing. Twenty percent of the aides said the

thing they liked was that it explained what they were teaching.

Other things mentioned by 10% or more aides were: easy to take

along, they can see what'you are talking about, and bolas

attention well.

Almost all of the aides working with youth felt that youth

liked learning from the phonoviewer "a lot." Aides felt that

children liked it because it was like TV. Thcy liked the color

and the motion of the animated cartoons. One aide said, "The

music gets their attention first; then they settle down and

watch the film." Another said, "It isn't like going to school?'

It's fun instead of work." Aides working with younger children

were more apt to su.that youth likid the phonoviewer "acAl.ot"

1?v

than were aides working with"teenagers.

What Aides Disliked About the Phonoviewer

Aides Only two- fifths of the aides said there was something they

disliked about the phonoviewer. The. only thing consistently

mentioned by as many as six percent of the aides was that it is

bulky and difficult to handle. When asked a specific questiV,

however, 16% said they had trouble carrying the phonoviewer

either because of its size, its carrying case, or the problem
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of carrying it and other materials. Very few (4%) said they

had trouble.opdrating the phonoviewer.

The most often mentioned dislikes about learning from

phonoviewer shows, mentioned by less than five' percent of

the aides working with adults, were unclear voices that were

haid to understand or shows that were over simplified, too

juvenile, or too short.

There was no pattern in responses in the few dislikes

mentioned by aides working with youth.

Changes in Future Shows

Aides.

Participants

Almost half of the aides felt some changes would nelp

in future shows for adults. Most often mentioned was more

records in Spanishf Concern about clarity of speech led to

suggestions that the pace be slowed, voices be more mature and

clear, and hard to understand accents be avoided. Some felt

that shows needed to be more sophisticated for adults and

teenagers.

About a third of the aides working with youth thought that

changes would help future shows, A few thought that, the shows

were not sophisticated enough for teenagers and that some of the

words were too sophisticated for younger children.

The suggestions most often given by the participants were

that there be more shows in Spanish and that the speech be made

,clearer and slower. A few reacted negatively to the extensive

use of cartoons.
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dome About a third of the county home-economists said that

Economists
changes were needed in adult programs; 13% said changes were

needed in youth programs. Like aides and participants, county

home economists were most concerned with clarity of speech.

Improving Use of the Phonoviewer

'TX *\
PHOnoviewers could be better used with more thought and training.

qrle
..AonCmists

Aides

Less than half of the county home, economists felt that

aides were using phonoviewers "very effectively." Texas county

o

home economists were slightly more satisfied than 'ere those

from other states.
I

Suggestions-made by county home economists include:

"We need one phonoviewer per-aide. One phonoviewer

shared among six to eight aides is totally inadequate.

The aides use the phonoviewer frequently and find it

very effective, but have lilited access to it."

"More encouragement and reminder to PAs to use phono--

viewer programs and build their teaching around thp

various shows."

"More phonoviewers and shows made available." s'

"Effectiveness could be improved by doing more
training with aides on how best to use the phono-
viewer--the idea that it is4only a supplement to
teaching and that it is most effective with very

small groups or individuals."

"There needs to be better discussion of the shows
between aide and homemaker(s). Therefore better

training in use of phonovievier is needed."

"Aides and volunteers must be encouraged continuously."

Suggestions from aides as to how the phonoviewer could be

used better fell into three types: operation, adaptation to

audience, and use in teaching.

Operation--the most often given suggestion was that the

phonoviewer should be used only with individuals or small groups
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(19%). Other suggestions included "know how to operate the 1 ,

machine," "be sure the room is dark enough," "preview materials,"

"use it a lot so you are familiar with it," "see that it is

synchronizedt"

Adaptation to Audience--"translate to Spanish before going

out," "use only with younger children," "select programs people

are interested in."

Use in Teaching--"dfscuss the topic befoi.e showing the

show," "work up interest before showing," "use the lesson plans

that go with it," "select additional material to go with it,"

"run once, discuss, run again," "stop now and then for questions,"

"use the phonoviewer as a back-up aid."

Nature of Past Training.

Aides Almost three-fourths of the aides who 'had used the phono- ,

viewer said they had less than one hour of training on how to

use it.

Home Ninety percent of the county home economists said that all

Economists
of their aides had some training in theuse of the phonoviewer.

More than 80% said that that training had included a demonstation

on how to use the phonoviewer, suggestionsJor ways to use shows,

and opportunity to practice operating. Fewer said it included

,training on using the discussion guide and that they provided an

opportunity for -aides to practice teaching using the phonoviewer.
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More Shows Wanted

Xhe majority of respondents wanted more shows.

Who Wants More Shows

Participants Eighty-eight percent of the participants. said they would

like to see more shows.

Aides Seventy-three percent of the aides wanted more shows.

*Home Seventy percent of the county home economists felt that

Economists
more shows should be produced for adult EFNEP; 52% felt more

shows should be produced for youth EFNEP; 31% felt shows should

be produced for other progr.ams.

Topics Most Often Mentioned

Participants Participants were not asked specifically what other shows

Aides

O
they would like. However, a,few made suggIstions: casserole

dishes, food storage, meats and milk snacks, total family

budgeting, pride in the home, persbnal grooming, selection and

proper use of kitchen utensils, setting an attractive table

with what you have, special diets other than weight control,

home management, food fOr pre-school children and infants,

planning balanced meals for the entire family, more ideas on

shopping; more shows on different vitamins.

Between 5 and 10% of aides working with adults suggested

the following topics for phonoviewer shows: food cleanliness,

food preservation, food buying. From one to five percent

of the aides mentioned: weight reduction, money management,
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food stamps, using milk, unit pricing, pregnancy, food labels,

vitamins, vegetables, food shopping, child care and feeding,

bug control, basic food-groups, nutritive value of foods,.

°

meal planning, food Preparation,

In addition, 95 other topics received 1 or 2 mentions.

Subjects inclUded health foods, leftovers; food myths, taking

pride in food preparation, and such. Non-food topics included

teeth care, appliance care, and birth control.

About three-fourths of the aides working with young people

also suggested topics for more phonoviewer dhows for youth.

The' only point of concensus came when about 20% of the respon-
s,t

dents thentioned the need for a phonoviewer show on personal

grooming. In addition, others suggested a dhow that would

focus on how food improves appearance. Six percent of the people

mentioned snacks for`pr-schoolers.

A total of 90, different topics were listed; from sharing

and self-control to minigardens and most topics relating to

nutrition andand food.

4
Home c Topics mentioned by 10% or more of theicounty home

Economists,
economists were food buying and food groups, Topics mentioned by

from five'to nine percent, of the county home economists included:

meal planning, sanitatiov and storage, food preparation, nutrients,

food preservation, pregnancy, special diets, and general nutrition.

County home economists mentioned 19 other topics, from

food'fallacies'to insect control and gardening.

Over three-fourths of the county home economists would like

to see discussion guides andihandouts, such as fact sheets,

developed for future shows.

P`
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Other Teaching Aids Also Desired

0

About half of the aides using the phonoviewer with adults

wanted other teaching materials. The most often mentioned were

posters (8%).. Other suggestions were flip charts, slides,

pamphlets and leaflets, movies, film strips and films, and

games. Several suggested that more materials in Spanish were

needed. Fifty,other suggestions were given.

Over half of those working with youth wanted more te ching

materials. Games were mentioned most often.

About half of the' aides who had not used the pifiorioviewer

indicated that they, would like more teaching materials. The

most often mentioned item was more phonoviewers (17%). Other

things mentioned included posters and charts (15%) and more

pictures.

Home Four-fifths of the county home economists would like tc:1

Economists
see other teaching materials available. The most often

mentioned were flip charts, slides, and transparencies.
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